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VERY IMPORTANT: 

REMEMBER  

REPORT ANY VIOLATION TO YOUR DPA OR ANONYMOUSLY TO:  

 

HOTLINE: +39 068411567 

 

Online:   http://noncompliance.damicofleet.com/1957  

       (For d’Amico Società di Navigazione Vessel) 

            http://noncompliance.ishimafleet.com/1957  

(For Ishima Ship Management Vessel) 

 

By Email to:        noncompliance@damicoship.com 

            noncompliance@ishimaship.com 

 

WHENEVER YOU ARE IN DOUBT CALL YOUR DPA FOR ASSISTANCE: 

 

Com.te Taiano:  taiano.s@damicoship.com 

                             +39 3357700256 

Com.te Leboffe: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

                              + 65 96796281 

mailto:noncompliance@damicoship.com
mailto:noncompliance@ishimaship.com
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1.  Cold Flow Properties of Marine Distillates. 

Technical Department in Singapore 
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A major problem for both refiners and users of diesel fuel is the behaviour of such fuels in cold 
weather.  
These products always contain varying amounts of paraffins. As ambient temperature decreases, 
the solubility of paraffins also decreases. Precipitation occurs over a wide temperature range, until 
solidification occurs.  
Recently BIMCO has highlighted the risk that paraffin wax may form in Low Sulphur Marine Gas 
Oil (LSMGO), due to the present low temperatures. “DMA 0.1%, which was analysed to be within 
the specifications for ISO 8217, DMA, has been forming large amounts of paraffin in the MGO 
tanks which has caused obvious problems. The cloud point for this MGO was 32 degrees Celsius, 
which is the temperature where formation of paraffin starts, but the Cloud Point is not part of the 
ISO 8217 specification.” 
The International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) MARPOL Annex VI has set limits on the sulphur 
content in the fuels being used whilst operating in sulphur Emissions Control Area (ECA-SOx).  
As of 1 Jan 2015, the most significant change requires that the maximum sulphur content for fuels 
being used in an ECA be reduced from 1.00 mass % to 0.10 mass %.  
 
The ECAs established are: 
1.Baltic Sea area – as defined in Annex I of MARPOL (SOx only); 
2.North Sea area – as defined in Annex V of MARPOL (SOx only); 
3.North American area (entered into effect 1 August 2012) – as defined in Appendix VII of Annex 
VI of MARPOL (SOx, NOx and PM); and 
4.United States Caribbean Sea area (entered into effect 1 January 2014) 
– as defined in Appendix VII of Annex VI of MARPOL (SOx, NOx and PM). 
Although new fuel products, both residual based and distillate based are 
being introduced to the market, it is expected that the majority of fuels 
supplied with max 0.10% sulphur will be distillates. Traditionally consid-
ered a trouble-free fuel, distillates also have properties that could be chal-
lenging for operators; cold flow is one of these properties often over-
looked by ships.  
ISO 8217 limits the cold flow properties of a fuel through setting a limit on the pour point (PP).  
However, given that wax crystals form at temperatures above the PP, fuels that meet the specifi-
cation in terms of PP can still be challenging to operations in colder operating regions, as the wax 
particles can rapidly block filters, potentially plugging them completely. 
Paraffin wax is a white or colourless soft solid derivable from petroleum, coal or oil shale that con-
sists of a mixture of hydrocarbon molecules containing between twenty and forty carbon atoms. It 
is solid at room temperature and begins to melt above approximately 37 °C (99 °F); its boiling 
point is >370 °C (698 °F). 
The wax present in petroleum crudes primarily consists of paraffin hydrocarbons (C18 - C36) 
known as paraffin wax and naphthenic hydrocarbons (C30 - C60). Hydrocarbon components of 
wax can exist in various states of matter (gas, liquid or solid) depending on their temperature and 
pressure. When the wax freezes it forms crystals.  
The crystals formed of paraffin wax are known as microcrystalline wax.  
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Those formed from naphthenic are known as microcrystalline wax. 
Microcrystalline, Microcrystalline, and Crystal Deposit Network of Wax . 
In layman terms, the general appearance of paraffin wax can be compared to candles.  
Paraffin’s are present in varying amounts (depending on the crude composition and refinery pro-
cess) in petroleum products.  
They have good combustion properties and burn well in the engine but if/when fuel temperature 
drops, the paraffin’s may crystallise and/or deposit in the storage tanks leading to blockages at the 
filters and reduced fuel flow to the machinery plants.  
The problems of experiencing such difficulties can be prevented through understanding the flow 
properties of the specific fuel in use.  
Cold flow properties:- 
The cold flow properties of a fuel can be evaluated through one of, or a combination of, the three 
most commonly used test methods, these being: cloud point, cold filter plugging point and pour 
point.  
 Cloud Point (CP) The cloud point is defined as the temperature at which wax crystals start to 

visibly form in the fuel and a transparent fuel becomes cloudy, thereof the name (ISO 3015).  
 Cold Filter Plugging Point (CFPP) The Cold Filter Plugging Point is the lowest temperature 

where the fuel of a set volume, drawn, by vacuum, through a standardised filter (45 micron) 
within a specified time (60 sec) still continues to flow (ASTM D6371).  

 Pour Point (PP) The reported pour point is the lowest temperature at which the fuel will con-
tinue to flow when it is cooled (ISO 3016). Typically, the difference between each of the above 
temperatures will be about 2-5 degrees for untreated fuels, although higher differences are 
recorded, (see 8 about Cold Flow Improvers - additives) with the CP having the highest tem-
perature and the PP the lowest.  

Pour point is an important cold flow characteristic that determines the temperature below which 
the fuel will become immovable (perceived as turning solid) rendering the fuel unusable.  
Ships have reported solidified fuels in tanks when reaching colder regions. The energy required in 
order to transfer the solid wax back to a liquid is significant and exceeds what normal on board 
heating capacity and arrangements can manage. Such solidified fuel is known to have had to be 
shovelled out of the tanks manually aided by pressured steam lances to spread the heat through 
the fuel.  
Although the differences in fuel composition are becoming less pronounced across the regions due 
to increased blending and trading of petroleum products, there are still regional. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One reason for this is that the crude from which the fuel origin is more paraffinic resulting in end 
products with higher concentration of paraffin’s.  

Cold Flow Properties of Marine Distillates. 
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Unless depressed by cold flow improv-
ers, the PP from that particular region 
will stand out as high on average. Below 
figure shows distribution of pour point 
in DMA grade distillates in some main 
ports.  
Records indicate pour points for distil-
lates reaching as high as 12 deg C.  
The PP, the only parameter specified in 
the ISO 8217 specification, does not 
provide any indication of the tempera-
ture at which point filtration issues may 
occur.  

The CP identifies the temperature at which crystals will start forming in the fuel, whereas CFPP pro-
vides a relative indication of where filterability problems may start to occur, leading to possible re-
strictions of fuel flow to the engine. Statistically it is not possible to determine the CP and CFPP from 
just knowing the PP figure as the correlation is very broad. 
The ECA sulphur requirements have a global impact when it comes to the purchasing of fuel, in that 
ships intending to enter ECA-SOx will have to bunker compliant fuel before heading towards Europe 
or North America.  
Whereas a PP of say 12 °C will not cause any problems in warm tropical climates, such as Singapore, 
lack of attention to the fuel’s cold flow properties could have serious consequences once the ship 
arrives in Northern Europe or North America, especially during the colder months of the year.  
Bear in mind that the fuel temperature should be kept approximately 10 deg C above the pour point 
in order to avoid any risk of solidification however this may not reduce the risk of filter blocking in 
case of high CFPP and CP.  
 
Pre- Bunkering precautions:- 
It is important to check for any limitations the ship may have in the area of cold flow management 
on board, noting the ship’s normal and likely future trading patterns, where upon the influence of 
the sea and ambient temperatures may be gauged against the worst case PP and CFPP properties.  
Suppliers should be advised of any anticipated limitation on cold flow prior to delivery as they may 
be able to supply fuel with better cold flow properties  
Understand the ship’s heating possibilities for distillates on board.  
This is usually very limited, as it is not standard practice to have heating arrangements in distillate 
storage, settling or service tanks.  
However noting that many ships are converting ships residual fuel tanks to carry ECA-SOx compliant 
fuel to increase capacity, in doing so they are retaining the heating arrangements.  
A fairly easy precaution to combat filter plugging is to heat the filters.  
This will assist in melting wax molecules either before they get caught by the filter or before they 
can accumulate to completely block the filter.  
 
Post bunkering precautions:-  
Knowing the fuel properties as soon as possible after bunkering will assist in taking the necessary 
precautions where and when necessary.  
If the ship is heading towards colder climates and the cold flow properties are inferior, the fuel may 
be:  
 Either used before entering cold regions, or  
 Used with suitable heating arrangement, as earlier advised  

Cold Flow Properties of Marine Distillates. 
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Cold Flow Properties of Marine Distillates. 

If the approach of applying heat is be-
ing followed it should be ensured that 
the fuel is not overheated resulting in 
the viscosity dropping below the mini-
mum recommendation of 2 CST at any 
point in the fuel system, including the 
engine inlet.  
In order to reduce this risk, heating 
should be limited to max 40 deg C.  
A simple on board test can be carried 
out to determine the point at which 
the fuel starts to deposit waxes (see figure above):  
 
 Take a sample about 50-100ml of the fuel in a clear glass jar;  
 Clearly mark the glass jar: “Not for consumption”; 
 Place the fuel filled glass jar in a fridge at 3-6 deg C for 2-3 hours; 
 Confirm that the temperature of the fuel is at fridge temperature;  
 Note if the fuel has become cloudy or even deposited wax on the glass sides;  
 If so, the CP (and possibly the CFPP) exceeds the fridge temperature.  
 
Since distillate fuels does not require heating (in fact, typically, heating is not recommended due to 
the low viscosity of these products), the fuel’s cold flow properties become a potential handling/
storage challenge, especially when operating in colder regions.  
It is however possible to successfully manage cold flow properties through good fuel management, 
from procurement to technical operation by considering the following:  
 
 Where the ship will be operating  
 Where the risk is higher of getting fuels with poor cold flow properties  
 Can the required cold flow properties be specified in the fuel contract?  
 What are the actual low-temperature flow properties of the bunkered fuel  
 Which actions have to be taken in order to safely consume the bunkered fuel  
          (e.g. tank and filter heating) 
 
References: - BIMCO and CIMAC guidelines. 
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2.  What drives ship performance management. 

Fleet Performance Monitoring Department  

The commercial pressure to evaluate and act upon  
Ship Performance Management(SPM) hardly needs under-
lining.  
The shipping industry business landscape has fluctuated 
immensely  over the past decade at the hands of the 
global economy, regulatory pressures and heightening 
bunker fuel costs.  
The drive for SPM and the streamlining of operations is 
stronger than ever. 

The Fuel- saving imperative: 
Over the last decade, sharp increases in bunker fuel prices 
coupled with low freight rates and continued charter scrutiny 
have certainly catalyzed the shipping community to monitor 
their operating expenditure and act monitoring and reducing 
their fuel bills.  
You only have to look at the array of fuel price figures over 
the last few years to see the increasing pressures that ship 
owners/operators  are facing.  

During 2012, fuel prices peaked and the Rotterdam 380 centistoke averaged US$639.6/tons compared 
to an average of US$234/tons back in 2005.  At the time of writing (April 2014) the Rotterdam 380 cen-
tistoke was sitting at values above US$570/tons. 
This figures illustrate that the days of US$100/tons bunker fuel will not be returning anytime soon. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the industry is constantly evolving from previous, practices con-
ducted under a state of fuel gluttony to becoming an industry that is trying    to monitor and reduce eve-
ry drop of fuel consumed. 

Regulation: 
The commercial driver for greater fuel efficiency runs parallel with the influx of  stringent regulations 
concerning the environmental impact of the global shipping industry. 
In July 2011, the International Maritime Organization (lMO) passed a package of regulations that en-
force greater actions around ship efficiency and the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
from ships. 
The Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) is a design-based index that quantifies the amount of carbon 
dioxide (C02)   that a ship emits as a function of a ship's transport work performed.  
This equates to grams of CO2  per tons nautical mile.  
The index currently applies to new build ships only.  
The Ship Energy Efficiency Management  Plan (SEEMP) is an operational measure that applies to all 
ships.  
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The aim of the SEEMP is to establish a mechanism to improve the energy efficiency of a ship in a cost-
effective manner.  
The SEEMP also provides an approach for shipping companies to manage ship and fleet efficiency per-
formance over time through a four stage approach: planning, implementation, monitoring and self-
evaluation and improvement. 
Both of these regulatory instruments came into force in January 2013.  
However, many agree that EEDI and SEEMP alone are not sufficient to curb the growth of GHG emis-
sions from the industry.  
Therefore, further policy tools are in development.  
These regulations, if passed, would act as a driver for the increased monitoring and evaluation of 
ship efficiency, fuel use and emissions. 
At the time of writing, the European Commission had proposed  regulation on monitoring, reporting  
and verification (MRV) of CO2  emissions beginning  1 January 2018.  

If approved, ship owners/
operators will have to moni-
tor and report the verified 
amount of CO2 emitted by 
ships above 5,000 gross ton-
nage on voyages to, from 
and between EU ports. 
Whilst such policies described 
above have the ultimate aim 
of reducing the environmen-
tal impact of shipping the ne-
cessity to collect data from 
shipping operations will           

undoubtedly feature more frequently across regulation  and not solely environment-centric regulation. 
 
The influence of the SEEMP: 
A structured approach has been introduced  by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in the 
form of the Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP). 
In July 2011 the IMO adopted a mandatory requirement for ships to carry  a SEEMP.  
The requirement applies   to both  new  and existing ships over 400GT  and irrespective of flag from  1 
January 2013, or at the  first  renewal or intermediate survey after this date, Although SEEMPs will 
not be subject to Flag State or class society verification, they should be drawn up taking account of 
the IMO Guidelines. 
The SEEMP Guidelines recommend a four-stage management cycle for developing an energy manage-
ment plan: 
Planning: establishing current energy usage patterns of the ship and its overall baseline efficiency, 
identifying both ship-specific and company-wide measures to save energy, any personnel training re-
quirements that follow from these, and setting goals; 
Implementation:  establishing processes for implementing the identified measures, assigning tasks 
to relevant personnel, and establishing record-keeping procedures; 
Monitoring: collection of data on the ship's efficiency performance.  
Operators should identify what data is required for effective quantitative assessment of the ship's 
performance (potentially by calculating the ship's Energy Efficiency Operational Index or EEOI) and 
ensure appropriate monitoring arrangements are in place; 
Self-Evaluation and Improvement: the data collected should be assessed to understand how effec-
tive energy-saving measures have been, and where there is room for further improvements.  
The results of this exercise should feed into the development of the next SEEMP cycle. 

What drives ship performance management. 
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What drives ship performance management. 

The implementation of the 
SEEMP is heavily based on data - 
data is required to evaluate the 
ship's baseline efficiency in the 
planning stage,is collected in the 
monitoring stage and forms the 
basis for assessing the effective-
ness of implemented energy-
saving measures. 
 
Trasparency: 
The shipping industry is not im-
mune to the growing societal de-
mand to account for the 'impact' 
of business and trade on society 
and the environment.  
As the environmental consciousness of end customers increases ,the importance of improving the 
transparency of operations and supply chains is something that the shipping industry is not immune to. 
The drive for transparency around the environmental impact of freight movement and logistics across 
the shipping industry is increasing and demands for improvements are thus pushed onto suppliers and 
transport providers.  
Cargo owners, charter companies, banks, investors and insurance companies are increasingly demand-
ing evidence of environmental and operational efficiency commitments when making contract decisions 
with operators.  
Additionally, a number of benchmarks and incentive schemes have been developed to rate the envi-
ronmental performance, and/or efficiency of ships, in order to placate the demands of stakeholders. 
These benchmarks and incentive schemes demand that ship owners/ operators provide varying levels 
of information around their effluents, emissions and ship efficiency.  

return, the more efficient, less polluting ships receive benefits and incentives. 
 

What is SHIP PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT? 
 
Many ship owners/operators have long had processes in place to measure and manage fuel consump-
tion.  
Tank measurements and noon reporting have been, and still remain, common practice. 
However, in order to assess ship performance and act on fuel use and efficiency, many other parame-
ters besides fuel consumption must be monitored.  
This is the case because the fuel consumption of a ship is dependent on several factors including: 
 
 External factors (e.g. weather and sea conditions). 

 The technical efficiency of a ship. 

 The state of maintenance of a ship (e.g. hull resistance due to algae fouling). 

 The way the ship is operated (e.g. load and trim conditions). 

 
Therefore, in order to act on SPM, the ship owner/operator must be able to accurately ascertain the 
ship's fuel consumption and in addition to this, how each part of machinery, each piece of equipment 
and all parts of the ship affect the ship's performance and correspondingly its fuel consumption. 
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Over the past decade, a variety of software products, packages and services have been developed 
and launched within the maritime market that can monitor, collect, analyze and optimize every as-
pect of a ship's operation.  
The utilization of SPM systems can help ship owners/operators understand where each drop of ship 
fuel is consumed and whether it is used efficiently and optimally.  
Many of the systems and technologies can even can be set up to transmit the collected data directly 
ashore via satellite communications, thus placing the ship manager in the driving seat of a ship from 
the comfort of shore-side offices. 
In combination  with increasingly  accurate measuring  instruments,  SPM systems offer a step change 
in accuracy and flexibility compared to the older practices of tank measurement and noon reports. 
 

What drives ship performance management. 
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3.  Boiler economizer wash down water and interim best practice management. 

HSQE Team in Rome 

 

 Open main engine exhaust gas pipe drain valve and prepare an emp-
ty drum in order to collect drains of water admix to soot ; 

 

 Open upper  inspection cover in exhaust gas boiler exhaust coming 
and start high pressure washing into gas tube; 

 

 Remove lower manhole into exhaust gas boiler intake and by means of wilden pump collect 
washing water;  

 

 Proceed with washing and pumping out into drums until cleaning is over, once cleaning com-
pleted Wilden pump and hoses to be thoroughly cleaned/washed 
with fresh clan water; 

 

 All boiler Washing water collected in open drum must remain at 
least 24H in order to allow soot  and water to be settle down; 

 

 Soot to be collected from drums into garbage bags and stored with 
garbage in order to be disposed off ashore at next port of call and 
properly recorded into deck garbage log book; 

 

 Clean settled water must be pumped overboard by means of hoses and wilden pump. 
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4.  d’Amico new buildings at YANGFAN SHIPYARD.  

Yangfan Group Dockyard at Zhoushan (China) is the theatre for the rising of the new Handy size  

(38K-OHBC) and Ultramax (64K-BC) fleet of  d’Amico Group.  

A joint team of d’Amico and Ishima supervising the construction and ensuring our standards are adhered to 

while RINA has been designed as Classification Society .   

D’Amico view was to build a new fleet of ships characterized by both low consumption and environmental 

impact (eco-friendly).   

To renew as well as to implement the Handysize fleet, the B.Delta 38K project (designed by the experi-

enced naval architects Company DeltaMarin in Helsinki) was selected among others.  

The new design is able to sail with energy (and fuel) saving up to 25 % when compared with previous gen-

eration of similar ships and with an EEDI (which take in account the CO2 emission) in line with the newest 

levels requested for the future ships.  

Hence, reducing the bunker costs and carbon output, as well as being world beating in many other aspects 

compared with existing designs. 

The first vessel was launched in January 2014 and delivered in June 2014. 

  

The general features of the vessel are the following: 

  

 Length OA → 179.99 m     

 Breath → 30.0 m 

 Depth  → 15.0 m 

 Draught design → 9.5 m 

 Draught scantling → 10.5 m 

 DWT scantling → 38670 T 

 Cargo Holds Volume → 49,500 cbm 

  

The major feature of the hull design is a bow without bulb and the transom stern fitted with two stator fins 

on the stern tube boss.  

  

Such configuration, along with an hydrodynamic efficient aft body 

allow the ship to get the high performances remarked here above. 

  

Although the ships are built in a Chinese S/yard, we’ve been able to 

install on board all main equipment made not in China (i.e. Main 

Engine, Diesel generators, Aux Boiler and Incinerator, fuel purifiers 

and plate coolers, pumps and E/Motors, main air compressors, M/E 

automation control and Alarm Monitoring system, Radio and Navi-

gation equipment, Remote Control valve system, liferafts, Fire 

Alarm and Fire ext. system) or made in China under Licence of not 

Chinese makers (i.e. cargo cranes, Cargo Holds Hatch Covers, MSB 

and EMSB, OWS, lifeboats and davits). 
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The propulsion system is compound by a single 4 blade propeller coupled 

on a tail shaft which is connected to the main engine by an intermediate 

shaft.  

 The main engine is a semi-electronic MAN 5S50 ME-B9.2 able to ensure a 

NCR of 4600 kW at 90.4 rpm and a FO consumption of 168 gr/kWh (17,9 

MT/day) of MDO with a sailing speed of 14 knots.  

The electric power generation is  provided by three (3) MAN L23/30H of 

680 Kwe at 60 Hz and 720 RPM while the emergency power generation is 

ensured by 1 MAN 6CT8.3 diesel engine of 120 kW at 1800 RPM. 

 All electric power is centralized and distributed by a MSB (and/or EMSB) 

made by Saiernico under Schneider licence.   

Two (2) separate GEA-Westfalia fuel oil supply modules are provided for 

ME and AEs; with a capacity abt. 2800 l/h at 0.5 MPa and abt. 1320 l/h at 

0.5MPa. respectively.  

Two (2) GEA-Westfalia OSE 10-0136-067 with a capacity abt. 2000 l/h (380 

Cst at 50°C) are installed as FO separators while two (2) GEA-Westfalia 

OSE 5-91-037 with a capacity abt. 1210  l/h at 90°C are provided as LO 

separators. 

 One (1) KANGRIM combined oil and exhaust gas boiler is the heart of the steam generation system.  

With a working pressure of 7 bar, the aux boiler is capable to generate 1700 kg/h of steam in oil fired mode 

and 650 kg/h of steam by the using of the ME exhaust gas.  

Two (2) DESMI NSL250-330B/D14 ballast pumps with a capacity abt. 800 m3/h at 3.03 bar and two (2) DESMI 

NSL150-330/A02 LT cooling pumps with a capacity abt. 300 m3/h at 3.02 bar, are the majors pumps. 

M/E Automation System and Alarm Monitoring System are provided by Kongsberg. 

Four (4) MHI deck cranes with a capacity of 36 T are deployed on the upper deck in order to fulfil the cargo 

operations for each one of the 5 cargo holds; the latter are equipped  with TTS folding type hatch covers.  

The accommodation is compound by 4 floors where are housed  the crew rooms, one (1) deck/meeting of-

fice, two (2) mess rooms as well as the galley and its cold chambers.  

  

The navigation bridge is equipped with two (2) radars Sperry (X and S band), one (1) full ECDIS system  

(with back up) with three (3) monitors (plus one in Master Cabin), a GMDSS radio station along with all other 

navigation, radio and safety equipment (i.e. VDR, AIS, GPSs, VHF etc.) 

Both side of embarkation deck as well as the engine room is under surveillance of a CCTV system. 

All cabins are provided by LAN, Radio & Sat TV sockets, while two (2) internet Kiosk are installed in the mess 

rooms for crew use. 

  

The classification society notations are the following: 

 

C✠, BULK CARRIER ESP, BC-A Allowed Combination of Specified Empty Holds [CH No. 2 & 4 may be empty], 
Heavy Cargo [HOLDS 1, 3, 5 - 206 kN/m2], UNRESTRICTED NAVIGATION, GRAB[20], AUT-UMS, MON-SHAFT, 
PMA, INWATERSURVEY, GREEN STAR 3. 
 

 
To date, 5 ships have been delivered while other five (5) are expected to be delivered  

within end of 2015. 
  

d’Amico new buildings at YANGFAN SHIPYARD.  
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Life on vessels is not easy.  
 

Crew join a vessel for many months at a time, leaving family and loved ones at home.  
Up until recently, the only option crew had to make contact with family was through calling cards. 
These can prove expensive.  
Crew welfare has become a very important aspect for shipping companies.  
Crew retention is always a top priority for shipping companies, companies want the best, most skilled 
crew available.  
Skilled crew now have a choice when deciding what company to have a contract with. 
You can be guaranteed one of the main bargaining tools for crew has become;  
“Is there internet, and email on board”.  
The need to improve life on a vessel for crew is now more important than ever.  
d’Amico have begun this process by providing all crew members who join a vessel with a personal 
email address.  
 
This allows crew to maintain contact with friends and family while at sea.  
All of the main computers on board are used for completing documents and carrying out daily   du-
ties. 
For this reason, it was decided to place 2 “kiosk style” computers on all company vessels.  
Using these terminals, crew can log in to the Dualog system (email provider) and send emails. 
In most cases, one terminal is located in the crew smoking room, and another in the crew mess room. 
With the satellite market as competitive as it ever has been, d’Amico managed to secure an All You 
Can Eat (AYCE) package from Telemar.  
With this package, all vessels with Fleet Broadband (FBB) can avail of unlimited data plans.  
 
Having acquired an AYCE plan, it was decided to roll out internet for all masters, and chief engineers 
of the d’Amico fleet.  

 
Each user has 500 MB per month to use 
to browse the internet.  
 
Guidelines are also in place, informing 
users of good practices when surfing the 
internet. 
 
 If used correctly, users can keep up to 
date with latest news, Facebook up-
dates, and most importantly soccer 
scores!  
 
The Vessel ICT team has observed that 
although all Masters and Chief Engi-
neers now have internet access, the da-
ta usage is relatively low. 
 

ICT  Department — Vessel Support Team 

5.  ICTeam for Crew Welfare: M
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How do our vessels communicate with us in the office / ashore? 
Having a reliable, sturdy communication system on board our vessels is of the upmost importance. 
We have one server and 6 computers on board. 
 They are located throughout the vessel.  
Crew use these computers to complete daily tasks. 
We use a communication provider called Dualog, which is a service that allows a vessel to establish 
a data session with the satellite system on board.  
Within the Dualog software, we have an email server, anti-virus updates, firewall, and network se-
curity.  
The Dualog homepage can be accessed from all computers, but only the master / bridge account 
can transmit any data.  
Only the vessel support team can make administrative changes to Dualog. 
 

The Vessel Support Team: 
Vessels are remote offices, and therefore must be provided with IT support.  
In 2013, a structured team was set up to manage and maintain, the IT systems on board. 
This team is made up of 4 people, Piero Battilocchi, John Hogan, Vinod Kumar, and Andy Singh.  
Together, we manage the entire fleet of vessels. 
We visit vessels when they arrive to a port to install / upgrade the systems on board.  
Also in 2013, a 24/7 on-call support system was set up.  
Each member of the team spends one week per month “on-call” for any urgent matters.  
Using remote software, we can connect to a vessel to troubleshoot any issues that arise.  
With the AYCE Plan, we are actively seeking more ways improve the current system and crew wel-
fare on board.  
Being part of the support team is a great opportunity to see how a vessel operates. 
It is also a great opportunity to experience life at sea. 
Many times I have sailed with a vessel to complete a systems 
upgrade, the most memorable one; sailing from Hamburg to 
Gdynia. 
 

Choosing the correct Satellite system: 
When deciding on a Satellite communication, you must choose 
carefully the satellite frequency you want work with.  
There are 2 major frequencies; C Band, and Ku Band Satellite 
Frequency. 
Both these bands work with VSAT systems.  
C Band is usually chosen if vessels travel the world.  
It has “global coverage”.  
It works better than Ku band in adverse weather conditions. 
Ku Band is usually deployed on vessels that do not require global coverage.   
However it is not as reliable as C band in bad weather conditions.  
Ku band requires a smaller satellite dish, and is cheaper than C band.  
If you have large bandwidth requirements, C Band is probably the preferred option.  
Choosing the correct provider is also important.  
Some providers (Immarsat, KVH, and Marlink) offer better bandwidth rates (upload and download 
speeds), however this better bandwidth rate may not cover a broad range of areas.  
 
 

ICTeam for Crew Welfare: 
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For example, a vessel may 
have excellent coverage in 
Europe, but if vessel trav-
els to East Asia coverage 
may be poorer. 
 
 
Other companies offer 
almost global coverage, 
but the strength of the 
signal is not as good. 
 
 
 
 

**** The above graph is from Inmarsat (Fleet Broadband).   
It is an expectation of coverage, but not a representation of guarantee of service.   

Availability of service at the edge of coverage areas may require a change in directional pointing 
of the antenna **** 

 
The Future of Maritime Satellite Communications: 
More and more bandwidth (data) is required for vessels.  
With emerging technologies, such as sensors for engine monitoring, the demand for more band-
width is essential. 
 Satellite companies such as Inmarsat and Global Xpress are aware of this need and are beginning 
to deploy more satellites into space with the hope of providing global data coverage wherever a 
vessel may be.  
If the communication system is not reliable, then it is of no use.  
It is expected the available capacity over the oceans will increase 10 times in the next 2 – 4 years. 
There will be an over capacity of satellite providers in the market, which will mean greater compe-
tition between providers.  
Lower costs of satellite communications can be expected.  
HTS (High Throughput Satellites) are still a thing of the future, but they are close to coming onto 
the market.  
I believe that the dream situation on board d’Amico vessels (or any vessel) will be to have 2 VSAT 
systems on board.  
One primary, and one secondary.  
We will just have to wait and see if the promise of HTS systems will materialise as soon the satellite 
companies say it will.  
However it is not just about having a fast data connection to the vessel, it is more important to 
have a reliable / sturdy communication system. 
 

Something to think about: 
How long does it take you to download an mp3 file to your computer?  
5 seconds, or maybe 30 seconds? If you were to try this on a vessel with Fleet Broadband in the 
middle of the ocean, it could be as long as 30 minutes! 
 Poor data speeds are not always the fault of the satellite provider, some of the blame can be put 
on the 3rd party provider of the satellite.  

ICTeam for Crew Welfare: 
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On a previous server installation on board one of our vessels, automatic updates were not switched 
off.  
Once the server was connected to the Fleet Broadband, it began downloading the updates.  
It took almost 36 hours for 20 + updates to complete!  
 
Although the maritime satellite market is slowly catching up with on shore standards, it is still some 
way off… It is estimated that it is 15 – 20 years behind the current trends. 
 
If you might be interested in technology news in the maritime industry, a very reliable and useful 
newsletter is Digital Ship (http://www.thedigitalship.com/). 
Sign up to their free newsletter.  

ICTeam for Crew Welfare: 

http://www.thedigitalship.com/
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6.  Environment, Health & Safety: HSQE Department n Rome 

From CHEVRON Safety Bulletin: 
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 Potential chemical spill on ropes: 
The crewmember were working on receiving the chemical drums for the engine room.  
The drums were being lowered by the crewmembers via the steering gear room hatch onto the 
mooring ropes (which were kept right below the hatch).  
Then, the drums were being stowed in the chemical locker.  
There was a potential for a chemical spill while transferring the drums.  
The spill would damage the ropes and there would be no mooring ropes on board the ship. 
 
 

Action taken:  
Stop work authority was exercised.  
The chances for hazard and mitigation were discussed with the crewmembers.   
The new route was agreed upon.  
The chemicals were brought down into the chemical locker (steering gear room) via steering gear 
room exit on the poop deck.  
This operation did require extra time and extra effort, but the job was completed safely by negating 
all the hazards involved.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Sprayed by cargo hoses: 
While connecting the cargo hose, the terminal had not depressurized there side of the shore hose.  
The product sprayed there side of the shore hose.  
The product sprayed out under considerable pressure.  
Fortunately the crew was following standard protocols and went down to four bolts and just 
cracked the bottom. 
 

Action taken: 
 

The watch officer used stop work authority and requested the shore properly drain the hose from 
their side. 
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7.  Environment, Health & Safety: HSQE Department  in Rome M
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More Shipping, Less Impact: 
International shipping is a crucial part of the world’s economic circulatory system, accounting for more than 80 percent 
of global freight transportation.  
While shipping remains the most energy-efficient means of transporting large quantities of goods, the sector has serious 
environmental problems to tackle.  
Maritime transport accounts for 3 percent of global carbon emissions, and those are expected to double by 2050.  
Other impacts include accidental oil spills and sulfur dioxide emissions. One company alone, the giant shipping conglom-
erate Maersk, emits nine times more sulfur dioxide than all the automobiles on all the world’s roads. 
Viewed over a longer period, however, there has been considerable improvement.  
Shipping accounted for an average of 25.2 major oil spills each year between 1970 and 1979, but that figure has steadily 
fallen to 3.1 substantial spills a year between 2000 and 2009 — a decrease of 88 percent. 
This coincided with large increases in quantities of transported cargo and the number of vessels plying the seas. In 1980, 
total world capacity of large cargo ships amounted to just under 700 million deadweight tons (a unit that describes a ves-
sel’s maximum load capacity); today’s capacity is approaching 1.2 billion deadweight tons. 
The international maritime sector continuously improves both safety and efficiency, but there is still much to do — espe-
cially in reducing climate impacts. 
Improved shipping efficiency: 
A United Nations report calculated that energy efficiency gains from technology advancements could reduce carbon 
emissions by around 5-30 percent. As for the fuel used — mostly heavy oil — no clear trends can yet be discerned. Exper-
iments are being conducted with biofuels, but no obvious candidate has emerged as a clearly realistic source of plant-
based raw material.   
And problems can arise in developing countries when cultivation of energy crops outcompete food production. 
The international MARPOL Annex VI treaty, adopted in 1997, calls for gradually tightening limits on the sulfur content of 
fuels, and the requirements are especially tough in the Baltic Sea region.   
This makes some form of transitional solution or other technological development likely; alternatives include natural gas, 
which is expected to grow in importance as ship fuel. Two other potential fuel-saving measures are more efficient routing 
and reducing ships’ speed on the water — which by itself can reduce fuel consumption by up to 25 percent. 
Carbon capture and storage at sea: 
Ongoing projects involving the Swedish company PSE and the Norwegian classification society Det Norske Veritas are 
looking at systems for carbon capture and storage (CCS) onboard freighters. This approach would enable reductions in 
carbon dioxide emissions even with current fuels. No solid answers are yet available about which potential technologies 
are most suitable, but preliminary research is underway. The basic mechanisms are the same as in a land-based CCS 
plant, which separates carbon dioxide byproducts of combustion processes for storage rather than allowing them to be 
released to the atmosphere. 
Environmental work in ports: 
On top of these global structural changes and technological innovations, a number of local activities aim to address car-
bon issues, and Sweden is a leader in the field.  
This approach is important partly because the Scandinavian seas are so sensitive and partly because the area has large 
volumes of traffic and some of the world’s largest fleets.  For example, the Port of Gothenburg runs an ambitious envi-
ronmental program that provides substantial reductions in docking fees for vessels using low-sulfur fuels.  
The Port provides electricity for visiting ships so they can shut down their engines while docked, and efforts are under-
way to increase the availability of natural gas fuel.  
Given that Gothenburg is Scandinavia’s largest port, with 11,000 calls every year, and that a third of all Swedish foreign 
trade passes the port, the program has great potential for real results 
Unlike some industries, shipping is not on the verge of any groundbreaking single technological breakthrough.  
Environmental improvement is made more difficult by the industry’s complexi-
ty and the fact that so many different countries are involved. Still, continuous 
smaller environmental gains are seen around the world.  
Whether through large, capital-intensive projects like installing capacity for 
carbon capture and storage onboard vessels, or smaller ones like discounts for 
ships using cleaner fuels, shipping is becoming more environmentally smart.  
Under current trends, we can expect to see a future shipping industry with 
more capacity and larger vessels, but which also maintains a higher level of 
security and climate awareness. 

*A Swedish web site that highlights a number of existing, new and future products and 
services which will reduce the impact on the environment. 

 From “Advantage Environment”* 
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“Mr Solanki is an example for all on board in a accomplishing his duties 

and at the same time be admired for his talent”  Capt. Saverio Leboffe. 

8.  From the Vessel. M
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M/T Glenda Merly 
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9.  d’Amico Story: CIELO AZZURRO—EX MOLARA 

"CIELO AZZURRO" was a tanker vessel, Built in 1957 that 

burned port of Amsterdam. 

The layout of the Vessel consisted in Two living area, one at 

the center for the deck crew, one at the stern for the engine 

crew, as al the vessel of the same area. 

During the fire in the engine room, the fire brigade flooded 

the entire engine room to put off the fire. 

The fire was so strong that some pipe in copper bended be-

cause of the heat.  The Owner had to decide what they to 

scrap the vessel or repair it. 

Technical Dept. enquired for same estimations of cost: 

A Dutch shipyard prepared a well-made job spec although 

very expensive; an Italian yard quoted a similar amount. 

A Polish yard in Gdynia (Gdynia Stocnia Remontova) quoted 1/3 of the Italo-Dutch original quote. 

The ship superintendent,  with the help of  the Insurance  engineer  

(Mr. Salvadori) did an accurate inspection of the Ship.  

The Polish shipyard had planned a replacement of 30 t of steel against the 

Italian estimation of around 150T.  

The Owner,  at this point, decided to buy the ship from the insurance at 

scrap valve.   

As Technical Director I met the yard and agreed to pay the 80 Tons but the 

yard would pay any excess as per RINA recommendation.  

The ship was towed in Poland. Upon arrival at the Dock, after a long in-

spection by the yard, the Polish Superintendent,  who predicted only 30 T 

Steel, disappeared any explanation. Gdynia Stocnia Remontova was the “hospital” of our vessel that 

was renamed  "MOLARA".  The repaired lasted from December 1973 to August 1974.   

It was not easy to manage the various issues on board, in a particular historical period: Poland was a 

country under the control of Russian. 

As a note, ton describe how complicate the political situation was at that time. 

In November 1972, in Gdynia, in a single night,  172 people  were killed by snipers, careless of sex 

and age. 

For our team it was a difficult working environment not only because of the political issue but also 

for the very cold temperature (-15°).  

With the support of an experienced  Dutch engineer, (Mr Endeman) who knew the main engine 

STORK, built in Holland, we managed to repair also the main engine. 

At the end of the sea trials, we arranged a big party with the yard and their families to thank them 

for their support. We started at 20 o’clock and at 2 A.M we where still eating. 

 Nobody of us will ever forget that dinner and that project. 

For the d’Amico Group the repair of the CIELO AZZURRO – MOLARA was a fantastic result. 

As a gratitude our owners gave a bonus of 80.000 USD to the polish managers when they came to 

Rome to discuss the final invoice.                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                  To be Continued…. 

From Mr Francesco Palumbo 
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10.  Company activities:  

d’Amico Kids Day  

The first edition of the "Kids day" took 
place at d'Amico's headquarters in Rome on 
Friday 22 May 2015. 
 
The initiative was promoted by two Italian 
newspapers, Corriere Economia and La Stampa, 
with the aim of introducing children to the 
workplace and giving them a taste of their 
parent’s job. 
 
Nowadays the working activities occupy one 
third of the entire day, therefore it is very 
important to show kids where their parents spend so much time and the activities they do. 
 
In its original version, this initiative was called "Working Mom's Day", but luckily times have changed 
and today the official name has turned into "Kids in the office with Mom and Dad". 
Last Friday afternoon was conceived as a party, an occasion to spend a pleasant time together but 
also to learn about the sea, shipping, d'Amico's business and its history.  
 
This event has also given the chance to think to less fortunate children: every child was told to bring 
one of his/her favorite book, give it as gifts to the pediatric hospital Bambino Gesù of Rome. 
As soon as the children came in the office they found a special atmosphere, the building was full of 
colored balloons around the entrance door and shaped as a giant blue anchor.  
 
Before starting, all children were asked to write a message to send in a bottle addressed to the sons 
and daughters of other all d'Amico employees who live across the world.  
The entire day was a great experience in the pursuit of sharing the d'Amico world and learning 
actively.  
 
The children had the opportunity to discover the offices of their parents and to do edutainment 
activities aimed at teaching them about the seas and ships, the story of our company and the 
technical structure of the ships.   
 
Francesco Rotundo,  
HR Director, commented:  
 
"We are very happy of the 
enthusiasm and the 
happiness shown by 
children, parents and the 
owners too!  
 
 
We are planning to launch 
the "Kids day" in the offices 
worldwide making this 
event part of our 
company tradition." 
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Years Name Rank  Nationality  
25 IANIRI EMILIO ENRICO MASTER ITA 

15 SERVADIO RAFFAELE MASTER ITA 

15 ALONGI LUIGI MASTER ITA 

15 ALI NASEEBUGOTHI OILER INDIA 

15 UTHURUFARATHUGE KUDATHIGOTHI M OS INDIA 

15 LUCIANI DANILO MASTER ITA 

15 DIAS SAVIO 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

15 XXX ALIMOOSA DORUDARUGE BOSUN INDIA 

15 XXX ALI MAUVARANGE BOSUN INDIA 

15 XXX ADAM GIRAVALUGE AB INDIA 

15 D SA LARSON CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

15 NABUGE MOHAMMED MANIKFAN OILER INDIA 

15 COUTINHO JOSE SANTANO COOK INDIA 

15 PINTO JOSEPH PIUS AJOY MASTER INDIA 

15 KODIHASSANGOTHI HASSAN OILER INDIA 

15 TANDEL KARSANBHAI NAROTTAMBHAI OILER INDIA 

15 ONETO ANTONIO MASTER ITA 

15 PAOLONE ALESSANDRO OILER ITA 

10 SESHAN SRIRAM 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

10 CARDOZO ANDRE MENINO AB INDIA 

10 LEITAO MANUEL FRANCISCO JOSE MESSMAN INDIA 

10 GIBBS BRUCE DONALD OILER INDIA 

10 DOURADO LOURENCE CRIACO  CRESH 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

10 FERNANDES JAIF 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

10 KOUNIGE HASSAN OS INDIA 

10 KUMAR MANOJ CHIEF MATE INDIA 

10 GUPTA MURARI PRASAD 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

10 KUNNUGOTHI ISMAIL BOSUN INDIA 

10 DAS BIDYUT 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

10 FERNANDES SEBASTIAO NATALINO COOK INDIA 

10 NORONHA ANTONIO FELIX L. SALUZ 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

10 NEELAMEGAN PUNNIYAMURTHY CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

10 THILAVALUGE MOOSA AB INDIA 

10 ALEMANNI GIOVANNI MASTER ITA 

10 SHARMA RAJKISHORE 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

10 PASUPULETI RAVI KUMAR 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 TANDEL RANCHHODJI MANHARKUMAR OILER INDIA 

10 DONKADHAGOTHI HASSAN AB INDIA 

10 KATHEEBUKAGOTHI ALI AB INDIA 

10 BARRETTO AURELIO CAMILO MESSMAN INDIA 

10 SEENANGE ALI OILER INDIA 

10 VALVAIKAR VAMAN FITTER INDIA 

10 FERNANDES JOHNSON CRISPINO FITTER INDIA 

10 KESHAV NIDHAN KARUNA CHIEF MATE INDIA 

11.  Service with Pride:  ( April — May — June 2015) 
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Service with Pride:  ( April — May — June 2015) 

Years Name Rank  Nationality  
10 MAKOOJINA RUSTOM ADIL CHIEF MATE INDIA 

10 XXX ALI KUDAGE BIDHARU OILER INDIA 

10 KARALIKAGE ALI AB INDIA 

10 BARBARO GIOVANNI MASTER ITA 

10 SERGI VINCENZO MASTER ITA 

10 ASCIONE MICHELE CHIEF ENGINEER ITA 

10 CHAUHAN DATAR BHAIDAS OILER INDIA 

10 MASSODIKA GOTHI LATHEEF ABDUL AB INDIA 

10 MOHAMMED ODIVALUGE PUMPMAN INDIA 

10 KOHORATHUGE MOOSA AB INDIA 

10 LACERDA SANTARITA RAYMOND OILER INDIA 

10 MASCARENHAS GEORGE NASKY MESSMAN INDIA 

10 VABEL OLEKSANDR CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

10 BIRYUK ANDRIY CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

10 VIOLA ERASMO CHIEF ENGINEER ITA 

10 KHAN USMAN NAVID CHIEF MATE INDIA 

10 MASCARENHAS CALITO COOK INDIA 

10 ASLAM FAIMIGOTHI . BOSUN INDIA 

10 KALI DIVAKAR JAGANNATH 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 UNEVAL BHAIDAS PANCHA WIPER INDIA 

10 MOURA FRANKLIN MAYLORD PUMPMAN INDIA 

10 MHATE SAJID ALI PUMPMAN INDIA 

10 MURADUGANDUVAR MOHAMED BOSUN INDIA 

10 AKEEDUGOTHI IBRAHIM BOSUN INDIA 

10 MOOSA ATHIRIGE THAKURU OS INDIA 

10 FERNANDES PATWICK 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

10 FALIKOLUGE HASSAN BOSUN INDIA 

10 PAL MADAN ELECTRICAL OFFICER INDIA 

10 REBELLO CONCEICAO ZACAVIO MESSMAN INDIA 

10 BAHALIWALA GANPATBHAI VINODKUM OS INDIA 

10 GOHEL KARSHANBHAI HIREN 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 GANDEEGOTHI MOHAMMED BOSUN INDIA 

10 KUNCHAM VENKATAPPANA OILER INDIA 

10 MORAIS JOAQUIM AMBROSIA COOK INDIA 

10 ADNACHEV IGOR 2ND ENGINEER RUSSIA 

10 VYSHNEVSKYI VOLODYMYR CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

10 SUNDRIYAL RAMPRAKASH DINESH 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 MODAK NAJAKAT HUSAIN MASTER INDIA 

10 MISHRA MILAN KUMAR 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

10 MODAK ASLAM HUSAIN OS INDIA 

10 DEWAN ASHWIN MASTER INDIA 

10 REVEREDO MICHAEL COOK INDIA 

10 FERNANDES BAPTISTO COOK INDIA 

10 NESMYEYEV DMYTRO CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 
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Years Name Rank  Nationality  
10 FERNANDES EDVIN 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

10 KRASNOZHON LEONID CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

5 GLAVINA ALESSIO 2ND MATE ITA 

5 WALA KISHOR ARSHI FITTER INDIA 

5 TAYYA BABU RAO AB INDIA 

5 TANDEL VITTHALBHAI NAILESHBHAI COOK INDIA 

5 KUSHWAHA VINOD KUMAR OILER INDIA 

5 SAHOO RAMAKRISHNA COOK INDIA 

5 FERNANDES AUSTIN AB INDIA 

5 PALLIAMBIL GEORGE PHILIP 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 GOMES MACKSON AB INDIA 

5 KOLESNYK SERGIY CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

5 MASCIA SARA ROSA 2ND MATE ITA 

5 SUBRAMANI THANGARAJ 4TH ENGINEER INDIA 

5 KHOT SHAUKAT MUNIR PARVEJ OILER INDIA 

5 VALUGE HASSAN BOSUN INDIA 

5 FERNANDES ANTHONY OSWALD BOSUN INDIA 

5 VALIYAPARAMBIL  JOSEPH ANTONY FITTER INDIA 

5 SINGH KRITI RANJAN KUMAR OS INDIA 

5 CHAUHAN CHAMPAKLAL MAKSHITKUMA 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 YADAV KUMAR ALOK 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 ORGANISTA ESTABILLO ERWIN JR. OS FIL 

5 TENIO SEIGA JETRO OILER FIL 

5 LACBANES ESMAN FRANCISCO JR. MASTER FIL 

5 CAYAGO MENOR ARTEMIO ELECTRICAL OFFICER FIL 

5 CAPISTRANO PARAISO JAN VIRGO 3RD MATE FIL 

5 MASCARENHAS ROSARIO BRAZ SATIR CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

5 MISBAHUDDIN . MASTER INDIA 

5 PEREIRA PETER JOAO 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 NEDUMKALLEL GEORGE PRITTU 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 SUBHEDAR VINOD DEVESH CHIEF MATE INDIA 

5 MARTINS LUIS AUGUSTO STEWARD INDIA 

5 SIDHU GURMANJEET SINGH 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 TAILOR MAHESHBHAI FENILKUMAR OS INDIA 

5 BARRI APPA RAO OS INDIA 

5 BHANUSHALI HIRJIBHAI VIJAYKUMA OS INDIA 

5 KUMAR SANDEEP 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 VERMA VIVEK 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 SYDORENKO VYACHESLAV CHIEF MATE UCRAINA 

5 BUZYL OLEKSANDR MASTER UCRAINA 

5 RUBIA MARIANO FREDERICK AB FIL 

5 JERAJ MANSUKHLAL OILER INDIA 

5 PRITHI SINGH . ELECTRICAL OFFICER INDIA 

Service with Pride:  ( April — May — June 2015) 
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Service with Pride:  ( April — May — June 2015) 

Years Name Rank  Nationality  
5 TABIB MUKESH KAMLAKAR 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 PERLA LATCHUMAYYA KANNAYYA FITTER INDIA 

5 D SOUZA SUNNY ARTHUR AB INDIA 

5 BARIA VISHNU UKA OILER INDIA 

5 JOSHI ASHOK KIRAN CHIEF MATE INDIA 

5 XXX ANTONY GEORGE MESSMAN INDIA 

5 KUMAR ANAND 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 ESTABILLO IGNACIO RAMIL CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 NAQUILA SORITA MARIOVITO AB FIL 

5 SUMBELING LILANG NESTOR CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 ROSAL TANTUAN GIOVANNI AB FIL 

5 PETIPET YAPE ANGEL JR. AB FIL 

5 SALAS DAMIAN MARCO BOSUN FIL 

5 DE SALVO DANILO 3RD MATE ITA 

5 BABIGOTHI RAZAK NEVI MOHAMMED OILER INDIA 

5 BEHERA DEBARAJ BOSUN INDIA 

5 MISTRY NARENDRABHAI VANISHKUMA AB INDIA 

5 MISRA MANOJ KUMAR PUMPMAN INDIA 

5 SOUZA MIGUEL MENINO AB INDIA 

5 TANDEL LAXMANBHAI PRASHANTKUMA AB INDIA 

5 KUMAR RAVINDER 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 ADA SINGH NARENDERA 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 NIRMAL ARUN AKSHAY 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 ZARUBIN ALEKSANDR CHIEF MATE RUSSIA 

5 VIRCHENKO ANATOLII MASTER UCRAINA 

5 BUDANOV SERHIY CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

5 CAPISTRANO LOPEZ FERDINAND CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 VIRDI KIRPAL SINGH MASTER INDIA 

5 WALTER MORAIS KISHORE MORAIS AB INDIA 

5 SOLANKI NARESH AKSHITKUMAR OS INDIA 

5 MISHRA KUMAR NAVESH 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 HOSSAIN MD IQBAL MASTER BANGHLADES 

5 DYLDIN SERGEY CHIEF ENGINEER RUSSIA 

5 PANOV YURIY CHIEF MATE UCRAINA 

5 KIRON SERGIY CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

5 SALAMAÑA GONZALES NILO NOLAN 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 ABROGAR MENDIOLA ARTURO ELECTRICAL OFFICER FIL 

5 FALCIS FAULVE JOSE ALEX 3RD MATE FIL 

5 BUNGCAG DIZON VICENTE JR. CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 NATARAJAN MURUGAN PUMPMAN INDIA 

5 WILSON RUBAN AB INDIA 

5 GOUTAM SARKAR OILER INDIA 

5 JASWANT SINGH . 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

5 RAJU JANARTHANAN CHIEF MATE INDIA 
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Years Name Rank  Nationality  
5 D SA LODEN 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 KAPDE ISMAIL ABDUL RAZZAK ELECTRICAL OFFICER INDIA 

5 RAJAN SAMIT 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

5 SHIRKE RAVINDRA DATTATRAY OILER INDIA 

5 ANNDHRIWALA JIVANBHAI HITENDRA OILER INDIA 

5 KHATU PRANAY RAMESH FITTER INDIA 

5 NARAYANASAMY NAGANATHAN OILER INDIA 

5 SOLANKI JAIRAJ UMESHKUMAR AB INDIA 

5 CHAWAN JAISHREE KUBER FITTER INDIA 

5 NAYAK RAJAT KUMAR 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 D ALMEIDA LLOYD VIJAYANAND 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

5 TANDEL JAYANTILAL ASHISHKUMAR MESSMAN INDIA 

5 RAI RAM SWAROOP FITTER INDIA 

5 ZUVENKAR SANKALP DATTA OILER INDIA 

5 DESHPANDE ROHAN SHRIPAD 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 RAHMAN MD MOKHLESUR 2ND ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 SANICA CABIGAYAN CARLOS BOSUN FIL 

5 LUCAR ABILAR MANUEL JR. 2ND MATE FIL 

5 RECAÑA APOLINARIO DANILO AB FIL 

5 SALARDA HORTILLOSA SALVADOR II CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 PALAUBSANON MASICAMPO WINSTON CHIEF MATE FIL 

5 CARABUENA PIANDORO DAVE 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 VIAÑA CASTILLO LARRY OS FIL 

5 LLERA LAMBUSON NICOLAS EMIL AB FIL 

5 BURRAFATO MARIO CHIEF ENGINEER ITA 

5 TANDEL BAVABHAI BHARATBHAI OILER INDIA 

5 VALUGOTHI BITHERGE MOHAMED AB INDIA 

5 SUBRAMANIAM NATARAJAN 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

5 BALAI NARAYAN SUHAS OILER INDIA 

5 XXX PRABHDEEP SINGH 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 CHAUDHARY VIKAS 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 ISLAM MUHIBBUL CHIEF ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 HOSSAIN MOHAMMAD NAZMUL CHIEF ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 BASILA FERNANDEZ LARRY COOK FIL 

5 ANTIQUINA ALBIOS SATURNINO 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 CAMBEL GEQUILASAO JOEY 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 TUNACAO ZAMORA REX CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 VENTIC SINGUIT MAGDALINO CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 CALICA ORPILLA ERICK CHIEF MATE FIL 

5 LAGALAGOT PARREÑO NOBE MASTER FIL 

5 MISHRA SATENDRA KUMAR ELECTRICAL OFFICER INDIA 

5 YADAV BRIGBIHARI FITTER INDIA 

5 KUMAR SUNIL OS INDIA 

Service with Pride:  ( April — May — June 2015) 
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Service with Pride:  ( April — May — June 2015) 

Years Name Rank  Nationality  
5 ARULRAJ PEERIS SURESH AB INDIA 

5 YADAV DHIYAN KRISHNAKUMAR OILER INDIA 

5 KUMAR DILIP COOK INDIA 

5 MADATHIPARAMBIL RAGHAVAN KIRAN 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 VALAPPIL ZAWAD AB INDIA 

5 D COSTA MARSHAL SANFORD AB INDIA 

5 PATANKAR TAJAMUL ATIF AB INDIA 

5 CHOWDHURY HOSSAN MOHAMMAD ZOBA MASTER BANGHLADES 

5 DUBROVIN STANISLAV 2ND ENGINEER UCRAINA 

5 ARBUYA SORILLO RALLY AB FIL 

5 BITGUE CABANIG JOEL OS FIL 

5 VARGAS BUNDAL BERNARDO 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 ORBETA DESQUITADO ALEX MASTER FIL 

5 ARAW-ARAW ANISCO GEORGIE AB FIL 

5 TABARNO JR. ARRANGUEZ RODRIGO ELECTRICAL OFFICER FIL 

5 GAMBOA GOMEZ MOSES OILER FIL 

5 QUIROZ VINIEGRA RODOLFO OILER FIL 

5 ERIMAN ORTEGA LARRY COOK FIL 

5 VIÑALON MORENO RUEL CHIEF ENGINEER FIL 

5 SINGH GURUSHER BAHADUR MASTER INDIA 

5 KUMAR SHARAT 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

5 MASAL GAJAPATHI GOVINDARAJ 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 SOLANKI DEVA NARESHCHANDRA PUMPMAN INDIA 

5 SOLANKI MOHAN ASHOKKUMAR MESSMAN INDIA 

5 CHAUHAN YOGENDRA FITTER INDIA 

5 VASHISTHA PARICHAY 2ND MATE INDIA 

5 SINGH RAVINAND MASTER RUSSIA 

5 LINGAL OPISCO ENRICO 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 GORGONIO ESTANISLAO GIGI AB FIL 

5 SEPAYA LEGARDE EDGAR AB FIL 

5 GUERRERO RONQUILLO RON ANDREW 2ND MATE FIL 

5 LLOREN ACERON MICHAEL 2ND MATE FIL 

5 VILLARTA RITUAL CARY 2ND MATE FIL 

5 BAILE TOLEDO ALVIN AB FIL 

5 SCINICARIELLO SALVATORE 2ND MATE ITA 

5 PANNEER SELVAM SHIVA SHANKAR 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 TIPNIS RAHUL GANESH CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

5 KUNNARUVATH PRASANTH KUMAR PUMPMAN INDIA 

5 TIRATH SINGH . OILER INDIA 

5 ESTIBEIRO ERNOCHO 2ND COOK INDIA 

5 TANDEL RANCHHODBHAI DARSHANKUM OILER INDIA 

5 SHAIKASAN YUSUF ASHFAQALI AB INDIA 

5 PUKKALLA DATTATREYA AB INDIA 
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Years Name Rank  Nationality  
5 SINGH TANDEEP 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 RAHMAN MANSURUR CHIEF ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 ANAM MD.KHAIRUL CHIEF ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 FAILANA CERVANTES GUILLERMO OILER FIL 

5 NADELA ALFORQUE ROMULO ELECTRICAL OFFICER FIL 

5 CUBA VENTURA RANDY OILER FIL 

5 SINGH DRAGPAL PUMPMAN INDIA 

5 SANTHANAKRISHNAN VENKATESH 3RD ENGINEER INDIA 

5 CHINNASAMY SENTHIL KUMAR 2ND ENGINEER INDIA 

5 SELVARAJ FERNANDO SURESH FERNA BOSUN INDIA 

5 TANDEL DURLABHBHAI BHAVESHKUMA OS INDIA 

5 GUPTA SANDEEP KUMAR AB INDIA 

5 XXX KEWAL SINGH AB INDIA 

5 AMBRE ANANT PRATHAMESH AB INDIA 

5 ALAM MUHAMMED JAHANGIR CHIEF ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 HOSSAIN MD ARAFAT CHIEF ENGINEER BANGHLADES 

5 GIURGIUVANU IOAN MASTER ROMANIA 

5 RUSU GHEORGHE CHIEF ENGINEER ROMANIA 

5 MAGSINO CALBAYAR RODELIO AB FIL 

5 MONDIA AGONASE AGUSTIN JR. OILER FIL 

5 SAYON HUNATAN RUDY JR. 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 PUMAR CASTRO BRADFORD VAN 3RD ENGINEER FIL 

5 PEREZ ABUYABOR JIMMY BOSUN FIL 

5 DE GUZMAN DITA DONALD CHIEF MATE FIL 

Service with Pride:  

( April — May — June 2015) 
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12.  Fleet List: OWNED   VESSEL: THIRD PARTY MANAGED VESSEL: 

VESSEL DOC Holder Owner 
Cielo di Salerno d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

Cielo di Gaeta d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

Cielo di New York d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Endeavour d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Endurance d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Performance d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Presence Ishima d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Priority Ishima d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Progress d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Prosperity Ishima d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Seas d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Tide d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Valor d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Venture d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Courage d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Fidelity d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Freeedom d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Discovery d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Voyager d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Loyalty d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker Ltd 

High Efficiency Ishima DM 

High Strength Ishima DM 

Cielo di Guangzhou d’Amico Rome Solar Shipping 

Cielo di Agadir d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Livorno d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Casablanca d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Monaco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Medi Bangkok Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Medi Vitoria Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di San Francisco Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Vaiano Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Capalbio Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Medi Nagasaki Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Medi Lisbon Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Dublino Ishima d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Virgin Gorda d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo d’Italia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Tocopilla d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Tampa d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Cielo di Angra d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry Limited 

Medi Lausanne Ishima d’Amico Singapore 

Cielo di Milano d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Cielo di Roma d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Cagliari d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It 

Medi Tokyo d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Venezia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It 

Medi Baltimore d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Hong Kong d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Valencia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Glenda Megan Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Meredith Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melanie Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melody Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Meryl Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melissa Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

VESSEL DOC Holder 
Pacific Duchess Ishima 

Pacifice Marchioness Ishima 

Alpine Hibiscus Ishima 

Talia Ishima 

Maersk Mizushima Ishima 

Nord Sakura Ishima 

Alphine Mary TBA 

High Current Ishima 

Lentikia Ishima 

High Sun Ishima 

Giulia I Ishima 

Gennaro Aurilia ACGI 

Levante  ACGI 

Maior ACGI 

Robur ACGI 

Altinia ACGI 

Alphine Maria TBA 
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GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK 



 

 

Corso d'Italia 35/b 

00198 Rome Italy 

Tel.: +39 06 845611 

 

DPA e-mail address: taiano.s@damicoship.com 

d'Amico Società di Navigazione S.p.A 

6 Battery Road #34– 01 

049909 Singapore  

Tel.: +39 6586 0880 

 

DPA e-mail address: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

Ishima Pte Ltd  

 Editor’s Contact: lighthouse@damicoship.com  Phone: +39 06 8456 1480 

ALL RIGHT RESERVED 

ONE FAMILY, ONE COMPANY, ONE GROUP, 

ONE TEAM. 



VERY IMPORTANT: 

REMEMBER  

REPORT ANY VIOLATION TO YOUR DPA OR ANONYMOUSLY TO:  

 

HOTLINE: +39 068411567 

 

Online:       http://noncompliance.damicofleet.com/1957  

           (For d’Amico Società di Navigazione Vessel) 

               http://noncompliance.ishimafleet.com/1957 

 (For Ishima Ship Management Vessel) 

 

By Email to:        noncompliance@damicoship.com 

        noncompliance@ishimaship.com 

 

WHENEVER YOU ARE IN DOUBT CALL YOUR DPA FOR ASSISTANCE: 

 

Com.te Taiano:  taiano.s@damicoship.com 

                             +39 3357700256 

Com.te Leboffe: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

                              + 65 96796281 

mailto:noncompliance@damicoship.com
mailto:noncompliance@ishimaship.com

